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What	is	Informa.on	Retrieval	?	

•  The	process	of	ac.vely	seeking	out	informa.on	
relevant	to	a	topic	of	interest 	(van	Rijsbergen)	

–  Typically	it	refers	to	the	automa;c	(rather	than	
manual)	retrieval	of	documents	

•  Informa;on	Retrieval	System	(IRS)	

–  “Document”	is	the	generic	term	for	an	informa;on	
holder	(book,	chapter,	ar;cle,	webpage,	etc)	
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IR	in	prac.ce	
•  Informa;on	Retrieval	is	a	research-driven	theore;cal	and	
experimental	discipline	
–  The	focus	is	on	different	aspects	of	the	informa;on–seeking	
process,	depending	on	the	researcher’s	background	or	interest:	

•  Computer	scien;st	–	fast	and	accurate	search	engine	
•  Librarian	–	organiza;on	and	indexing	of	informa;on	
•  Cogni;ve	scien;st	–	the	process	in	the	searcher’s	mind	
•  Philosopher	–	Is	this	really	relevant	?	
•  …	

–  Progress	influenced	by	advances	in	Computa;onal	Linguis;cs,	
Informa;on	Visualiza;on,	Cogni;ve	Psychology,	HCI,	…	
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Fundamental	concepts	in	IR	

•  What	is	informa;on	?	

•  Meaning	vs.	form	

•  Data	vs.	Informa;on	Retrieval	

•  Relevance	
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Disclaimer	

•  Relevance	and	other	key	concepts	in	IR	were	
discussed	in	the	previous	class,	so	we	won’t	do	it	
again.		
– We’ll	take	a	simple	view:	a	document	is	relevant	if	it	is	
about	the	searcher’s	topic	of	interest	

•  We	will	discuss	text	documents,	not	other	media	
– Most	current	tools	that	search	for	images,	video,	or	other	
media	rely	on	text	annota;ons	

–  Real	content	retrieval	of	other	media	(based	on	shape,	
color,	texture,	…)	are	not	mature	yet	
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The	stages	of	IR	

Indexed 
and structured 
information 

Information 

Retrieval 
•  Searching 
•  Browsing 

Indexing, 
organizing 

Creation 



IR MODELS 



THE IDEAL SEARCH ENGINE 

•  Scope 
–  able to search every document on the Internet 

•  Speed 
–  better hardware and programming 

•  Currency 
–  frequent updates 

•  Recall:  
–  always find every document relevant to our query 

•  Precision:  
–  no irrelevant documents in our result set 

•  Ranking:  
–  most relevant results would come first 
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The	formalized	IR	process	

Collection of documents 

Real world 

Document representations Query 

Information need 

Anomalous state of knowledge 

Matching 

Results 
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What	do	we	want	from	an	IRS	?	

•  Systemic	approach	
–  Goal	(for	a	known	informa;on	need): 	 	

	Return	as	many	relevant	documents	as	possible	and	
as	few	non-relevant	documents	as	possible	

•  Cogni;ve	approach	
–  Goal	(in	an	interac;ve	informa;on-seeking	
environment,	with	a	given	IRS): 	 	 	
	Support	the	user’s	explora;on	of	the	problem	
domain	and	the	task	comple;on.	
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The	role	of	an	IR	system	

•  Support	the	user	in	
–  exploring	a	problem	domain,	understanding	its	
terminology,	concepts	and	structure	

–  clarifying,	refining	and	formula;ng	an	informa;on	
need	

–  finding	documents	that	match	the	info	need	
descrip;on	

•  As	many	relevant	docs	as	possible	
•  As	few	non-relevant	documents	as	possible	
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How	does	it	do	this	?	

•  User	interfaces	and	visualiza;on	tools	for	
–  exploring	a	collec;on	of	documents	
–  exploring	search	results	

•  Query	expansion	based	on	
–  Thesauri	
–  Lexical/sta;s;c	analysis	of	text	/	context	and	concept	
forma;on	

–  Relevance	feedback	
•  Indexing	and	matching	model	
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How	well	does	it	do	this	?	

•  Evalua;on	
– Of	the	components	

•  Indexing	/	matching	algorithms	

– Of	the	exploratory	process	overall	
•  Usability	issues	
•  Usefulness	to	task	
•  User	sa;sfac;on	
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Role	of	the	user	interface	in	IR	

Problem definition 

Source selection 

Problem articulation 

Examination of results 

Extraction of information 

Integration with overall task 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Engine 
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Informa.on	Visualiza.on	tools	
for	explora.on	

•  Rely	on	some	form	of	informa;on	organiza;on	

•  Principle:	
–  Overview	first	
–  Zoom	
–  Details	on	demand	

•  Usability	issues	
–  Direct	manipula;on	
–  Dynamic,	implicit	queries	
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Faceted	organiza.on	

•  Each	document	is	described	by	a	set	of	aeribute	
(or	facet)	values	

•  Example:	
–  Film	

•  Aeributes	(facets):	Title,	Year,	Popularity,	Director,	Actors	

•  In	design	terms,	it	refers	to	composi'on.	
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Hierarchic	organiza.on	

Computing 

Computer 

Screen Keyboard C++ Pascal 

Programming language 

... 
Mathematics 

... 

Algebra 

Computing, Mathematics Physics 

Science 

Role of structure: 
•  support for exploration (browsing / searching) 

•  support for term disambiguation 
•  potential for efficient retrieval 

 
In design terms it refers to inheritance. 
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Structuring	a	document	collec.on	

•  Manual,	by	experts	-	slow,	expensive,	infeasible	
for	large	corpora	

•  Supervised	categoriza;on	
•  Classes	or	hierarchic	structure	established	by	human	experts	
•  Documents	automa;cally	allocated	to	classes	

•  Unsupervised	classifica;on	=	clustering	
•  Similar	documents	grouped	together,	and	a	structure	is	
expected	to	emerge	

•  Result	influenced	by	the	homogeneity/heterogeneity	of	the	
documents,	by	the	indexing	and	clustering	methods	and	
parameters		
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Document	Clustering	

•  Finds	overall	similari;es	among	groups	of	
documents	

•  Finds	overall	similari;es	among	groups	of	
documents	

•  Picks	out	some	themes,	ignores	others	
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The	Cluster	Hypothesis	

•  “Similar	documents	tend	to	be	relevant	to	the	same	
requests”	

•  Issues:	
–  Variants:	“Documents	that	are	relevant	to	the	same	topics	
are	similar”	

–  Simple	vs.	complex	topics	
–  Evalua;on,	predic;on	

•  The	cluster	hypothesis	is	the	main	mo;va;on	behind	
document	clustering	
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Document-document	similarity	

•  Document	representa;ve	
– Select	features	to	characterize	document:	terms,	
phrases,	cita;ons	

– Select	weigh;ng	scheme	for	these	features:	
•  Binary,	raw/rela;ve	frequency,	divergence	measure	
•  Title	/	body	/	abstract,	controlled	vocabulary,	selected	topics,	
taxonomy	

•  Similarity	/	associa;on	coefficient	or	
dissimilarity	/	distance	metric	
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Similarity	[Lin	98,	Dominich	2000]	
•  Given	a	set	X		a	similarity	is	a	func;on:		

– Co-domain:	for	all	points	x,y	in	X		

– Symmetry:	for	all	points	x,y	in	X		

– And	for	all	x,y	in	X	if	x	==	y		
( ) ( )xyyx ,, σσ =

( ) 1, =yxσ

( ) 1,0 ≤≤ yxσ

( ) ( )yxdkyx
, 1

1,
+

=σ
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Similarity	coefficients	

•  Simple	matching	

•  Dice’s	coefficient	

•  Cosine	coefficient	
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What	is	Text	Retrieval?	

•  Basis	for	internet	search	engines	
•  Search	space	is	a	collec;on	of	documents		
•  Documents	onen	seen	as	“bags	of	words”	
•  Search	engine	creates	a	cache	consis;ng	of	
indexes	of	each	document	–	different	
techniques	create	different	indexes	



Advantages	of	Using	TR	

•  No	predefined	grammar	and	vocabulary	
•  Some	techniques	able	to	infer	word	
rela;onships	without	a	thesaurus	or	an	
ontology	

•  Goes	beyond	exact	string	matching	
•  Robust	with	respect	to	data	distribu;on	and	
type	



Limita.ons	of	Using	IR	

•  Many	TR	models	are	not	intui;ve	for	humans	
->	hard	to	understand	the	results	of	TR	

•  Ignores	document	and	sentence	structure	
•  Every	word	is	considered	equal	and	
rela;onships	between	consequent	words	are	
ignored	(“bag	of	words”)	



Terminology	

•  Document	=	unit	of	informa;on	–	bag	of	words	
•  Corpus	=	collec;on	of	documents	
•  Term	vs.	word	–	basic	unit	of	text	-	not	all	terms	
are	words	

•  Query	
•  Index	
•  Rank	
•  Relevance	



Document	Granularity	

•  What	is	a	document	in	source	code?	
– Depends	on	the	problem	and	programming	
language	

– Class,	method,	func;on,	interface,	procedure,	etc.	

•  What	is	a	document	in	other	ar;facts?	
– Depends	on	the	ar;fact	and	problem	
–  Individual	requirements,	bug	descrip;ons,	test	
cases,	e-mails,	design	diagrams,	etc.	



A	Typical	TR	Applica.on	
1.  Build	corpus	
2.  Index	corpus	–	choose	the	TR	model	
3.  Formulate	a	query	

–  		Manual	or	automa;c	
4.  Compute	similari-es	between	the	query	and	

the	documents	in	the	corpus	(i.e.,	relevance)	
5.  Rank	the	documents	based	on	the	similari;es	
6.  Return	the	top	N	as	the	result	list	
7.  Inspect	the	results	
8.  GO	TO	3.	if	needed	or	STOP	



Most	Popular	TR	Models	Used	in	SE	

•  Vector	Space	Model	(VSM)	

•  Latent	Seman;c	Indexing	(LSI)	
	

•  Latent	Dirichlet	Alloca;on	(LDA)	
	
•  Okapi	BM25	and	BM25F	

•  Probabilis;c	LSI	(pLSI)	
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Vector	Space	Model	
•  Documents	and	query	are	represented	as	vectors	in	term	space	

–  Terms	are	usually	stems	

•  A	vector	distance	measure	between	the	query	(e.g.,	a	
requirement)		and	documents	(design	or	code	classes)	is	used	
to	rank	retrieved	documents	

–  Query	and	Document	similarity	is	based	on	length	and	direc;on	
of	their	vectors	

–  Terms	in	a	vector	can	be	“weighted”	in	many	ways	



The	Vector-Space	Model	
•  Assume	t	dis;nct	terms	remain	aner	preprocessing	

–  call	them	index	terms	or	the	vocabulary	
•  These	“orthogonal”	terms	form	a	vector	space.	

–  Dimension	=	t	=	|vocabulary|		
•  Each	term,	i,		in	a	document	or	query,	j,	is	given	a	real-

valued	weight,	wij.	

•  Both	documents	and	queries	are	expressed	as	 										
t-dimensional	vectors	(most	vectors	are	sparse):	
										dj	=	(w1j,	w2j,	…,	wtj)	

•  Each	vector	holds	a	place	for	every	term	in	the	
collec;on		




Document	Collec.on	
• A	collec;on	of	n	documents	can	be	
represented	in	the	vector	space	model	by	a	
term-document	matrix.	

• An	entry	in	the	matrix	corresponds	to	the	
“weight”	of	a	term	in	the	document;		

• Zero	means:	
–  the	term	has	no	significance	in	the	document	or		
–  it	simply	doesn’t	exist	in	the	document.	

								T1			T2				….						Tt	
D1				w11		w21			…						wt1	
D2				w12		w22			…						wt2	
	:							:						:															:	
	:							:						:															:	
Dn				w1n		w2n			…						wtn	




This	is	to	say	
D1) I love my cats and your cat but  not your dogs 
D2) I have loved fishing since 90s  
D3) my cats love fish  

D1) love cat cat dog 
D2) love fish 
D3) cat love fish  

1 Cat 
2 Dog 
3 Fish 
4 Love 

1 1 0 1 

0 0 1 1 

1 0 1 1 

2 1 0 1 versus D1	

D2	

D3	



Document	Vectors		

DocID Nova Galaxy Film Role Diet Fur Web Tax Fruit 

A 5 10 2 

B 6 8 5 9 5 

C 4 11 15 

D 9 4 7 

E 4 7 9 5 1 
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Document	Collec.on	

• A	collec;on	of	n	documents	can	be	represented	in	the	vector	
space	model	by	a	term-document	matrix.	

• An	entry	in	the	matrix	corresponds	to	the	“weight”	of	a	term	in	
the	document;	zero	means	the	term	has	no	significance	in	the	
document	or	it	simply	doesn’t	exist	in	the	document.	

        T1   T2    ….      Tt 
D1    w11  w21   …      wt1 
D2    w12  w22   …      wt2 

 :       :      :               : 
 :       :      :               : 

Dn    w1n  w2n   …      wtn 
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Vector	Space	Documents	
and	Queries	

docs t1 t2 t3 RSV=Q.Di
D1 1 0 1 4
D2 1 0 0 1
D3 0 1 1 5
D4 1 0 0 1
D5 1 1 1 6
D6 1 1 0 3
D7 0 1 0 2
D8 0 1 0 2
D9 0 0 1 3
D10 0 1 1 5
D11 1 0 1 3
Q 1 2 3

q1 q2 q3

D1 
D2 

D3 

D4 
D5 

D6 

D7 
D8 

D9 

D10 

D11 

t2 

t3 
t1 

Boolean term combinations 
Q is a query – also represented  

as a vector 
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Assigning	Weights	to	Terms	

� Binary	Weights	
� Raw	term	frequency	
� v	x	idf	

– Recall	the	Zipf	distribu;on	
– Want	to	weight	terms	highly	if	they	are	

•  frequent	in	relevant	documents	…	BUT	
•  infrequent	in	the	collec;on	as	a	whole	
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Binary	Weights	

•  Only	the	presence	(1)	or	absence	(0)	of	a	term	
is	included	in	the	vector	

docs t1 t2 t3
D1 1 0 1
D2 1 0 0
D3 0 1 1
D4 1 0 0
D5 1 1 1
D6 1 1 0
D7 0 1 0
D8 0 1 0
D9 0 0 1
D10 0 1 1
D11 1 0 1
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Raw	Term	Weights	

•  The	frequency	of	occurrence	for	the	term	in	
each	document	is	included	in	the	vector	

docs t1 t2 t3
D1 2 0 3
D2 1 0 0
D3 0 4 7
D4 3 0 0
D5 1 6 3
D6 3 5 0
D7 0 8 0
D8 0 10 0
D9 0 0 1
D10 0 3 5
D11 4 0 1
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Term	Weights:	Inverse	Document	Frequency	
•  Terms	that	appear	in	many	different	documents	are	
less	indica;ve	of	overall	topic.	

					df	i	=	document	frequency	of	term	i			
											=	number	of	documents	containing	term	i		
					idfi	=	inverse	document	frequency	of	term	i,			
											=	log2	(N/	df	i)			
													(N:	total	number	of	documents)	
•  An	indica;on	of	a	term’s	discrimina'on	power.	
•  Log	used	to	dampen	the	effect	rela;ve	to	@.	



The	Vector-Space	Model	

•  Assume	t	dis;nct	terms	remain	aner	preprocessing	
–  call	them	index	terms	or	the	vocabulary.	

•  These	“orthogonal”	terms	form	a	vector	space.	
–  Dimension	=	t	=	|vocabulary|		

•  Each	term,	i,		in	a	document	or	query,	j,	is	given	a	real-valued	weight,	wij.	

•  Both	documents	and	queries	are	expressed	as			t-dimensional	vectors:	
										dj	=	(w1j,	w2j,	…,	wtj)	or	dj	=	(wj1,	wj2,	…,	wjt)		





Graphic	Representa.on	
Example:	
D1	=	2T1	+	3T2	+	5T3	
D2	=	3T1	+	7T2	+			T3	
Q	=	0T1	+	0T2	+		2T3	 T3	

T1	

T2	

D1	=	2T1+	3T2	+	5T3	

D2	=	3T1	+	7T2	+		T3	

Q	=	0T1	+	0T2	+	2T3	

7

32

5

• Is D1 or D2 more similar to Q? 
• How to measure the degree of 

similarity? Distance? Angle? 
Projection? 



Term	Weights:	Inverse	Document	Frequency	

•  Boolean	weight	(a	term	is	there	or	not)	
•  Frequency	(how	many	;mes	a	term	is	present)	

•  Tdf-idf:	terms	that	appear	in	many	different	documents	are	less	indica;ve	
of	overall	topic.	

	 	@kj	=	frequency	of	term	j		in	document	Dk		
		df	i	=	document	frequency	of	term	i			

											=	number	of	documents	containing	term	i		
					idfi	=	inverse	document	frequency	of	term	i,			
											=	log2	(N/	df	i)			
													(N:	total	number	of	documents)	
	
•  Log	used	to	dampen	the	effect	rela;ve	to	@.	



Term	Weights:	Inverse	Document	Frequency	

•  Tdf-idf:	terms	that	appear	in	many	different	
documents	are	less	indica;ve	of	overall	topic.	
–  A	term	occurring	frequently	in	the	document	but	rarely	in	
the	rest	of	the	collec;on	is	given	high	weight.	

•  Many	other	ways	of	determining	term	weights	have	
been	proposed.	
–  Boolean	weight	(a	term	is	there	or	not)	
–  Frequency	(how	many	;mes	a	term	is	present)	
–  Entropy	based	

•  Experimentally,	@-idf	has	been	found	to	work	well.	



TF-IDF	Weigh.ng	
•  A	typical	combined	term	importance	indicator	is	@-idf	weigh'ng:	

wik	=		@ik	log2	(N/	dfk)		
	

•  A	term	occurring	frequently	in	the	document	but	rarely	in	the	rest	
of	the	collec;on	is	given	high	weight.	

•  Many	other	ways	of	determining	term	weights	have	been	
proposed.	

•  Experimentally,	@-idf	has	been	found	to	work	well.	



“Relevance”	Measure	-	The	cosine	
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“Relevance”	Measure	-	The	cosine	
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Query	and	Document	Vectors	



Document-Term	Matrix	

• A	collec;on	of	n	documents	can	be	represented	in	the	
VSM		by	a	document-term	matrix.	

• An	entry	in	the	matrix	corresponds	to	the	“weight”	of	a	
term	in	the	document	

– zero	means	the	term	has	no	significance	in	the	document	or	it	
simply	doesn’t	exist	in	the	document.	
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Inner	Product	--	Examples	

Binary:	
	

–  D		=		1,				1,				1,			0,				1,				1,					0	
–  Q		=		1,				0	,			1,			0,				0,				1,					1	

	
sim(D,	Q)	=	3	 Size of vector = size of vocabulary = 7 

0 means corresponding term not found 
in document or query 

Weighted: 
           D1 = 2T1 + 3T2 + 5T3           D2 = 3T1 + 7T2 +  1T3       

                  Q = 0T1 + 0T2 +  2T3 
 

 sim(D1 , Q) = 2*0 + 3*0 + 5*2  = 10 
       sim(D2 , Q) = 3*0 + 7*0 + 1*2  =  2 



Pair-wise	Document	Similarity	
	

nova 	galaxy	 	heat 	Deniro 			film 	role 	diet 	fur	
				1 						3 				1 	 	 	 	 	 		
				5 						2	

	 	 	 						2 					1 			5 		
	 	 	 						4 					1 		
	 	 	 	 	 	 		

 
A 
B 
C 
D 
 

How to compute document similarity? 



Pair-wise	Document	Similarity	
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Term	Weights	–	Local	Weights	
•  The	weight	of	a	term	in	the	document-term	matrix	wik	is	
a	combina;on	of	a	local	weight	(lik)	and	a	global	weight	
(gik)	wik	=	lik	*	gik	

•  Local	weights	(lik)	used	to	indicate	the	importance	of	a	
term	rela;ve	to	a	par;cular	document:	
–  term	frequency	(@ik):	number	of	;mes	term	i	appears	in	doc	k	
(the	more	a	term	appears	in	a	doc,	the	more	relevant	it	is	to	
that	doc)	

–  log-term	frequency	(log	@ik):	mi;gates	the	effect	of	v	-	
relevance	does	not	always	increase	propor;onally	with	term	
frequency	

–  binary	(bik	):	1	if	term	i	appears	in	doc	k,	0	otherwise	



Term	Weights	–	Global	Weights	

•  Global	weight	(gik)	is	used	to	indicate	the	importance	
of	a	term	rela;ve	to	the	en;re	document	collec;on.	
Used	as	an	indica;on	of	a	term’s	discrimina'on	
power.		
–  document	frequency	(df	i):	number	of	documents	
containing	term	i;	rare	terms	are	more	informa;ve	than	
frequent	terms;	dfi	is	an	inverse	measure	of	the	
informa;veness	of	t	

–  inverse	document	frequency	(idfi):	idfi	=	log2	(N/dfi)	-	N:	
total	number	of	documents;	log	is	used	to	“dampen”	the	
effect	



TF	x	IDF	Calcula.on	
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Inverse	Document	Frequency	

•  IDF	provides	high	values	for	rare	words	and	
low	values	for	common	words	
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Compu.ng	TF-IDF	--	An	Example	

Given	a	document	D1	containing	terms	with	frequencies:	
			A(3),	B(2),	C(1)	
Assume	collec;on	contains	10,000	documents;	assume	
document	frequencies	of	these	terms	are:	
				A(50),	B(1300),	C(250)	
Then:	
A:		v	=	3/3;		idf	=	log(10000/50)	=	5.3;					v-idf	=	5.3	
B:		v	=	2/3;		idf	=	log(10000/1300)	=	2.0;	v-idf	=	1.3	
C:		v	=	1/3;		idf	=	log(10000/250)	=	3.7;			v-idf	=	1.2	



Query-Document	Similarity	

•  A	vector	similarity	measure	between	the	query	and	
documents	is	used	to	rank	retrieved	documents	
–  Query	and	document	similarity	is	based	on	length	and	
direc;on	of	their	vectors	

–  Terms	in	a	vector	can	be	“weighted”	in	many	ways	

Cosine	similarity	
	
	
	
	
	

Iden;cal	meaning:	value	of	cosine	=	1	
Unrelated	meaning:	value	of	cosine	=	0	
Opposite	meaning:	value	of	cosine	=	-1	
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Compu.ng	Relevance	Scores	
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Two	Problems	with	VSM	
•  VSM	uses	exact	word	matching	

–  If	the	exact	terms	from	a	query	are	not	found	in	a	relevant	
document,	the	document	will	not	be	retrieved	

•  The	same	concept	can	be	expressed	using	different	sets	
of	terms	(synonyms)	
–  e.g.	bandit,	brigand,	thief	

•  Iden;cal	terms	can	be	used	in	very	different	seman;c	
contexts	(homonyms)	
–  e.g.	bank	

•  repository	where	important	material	is	saved	
•  the	slope	beside	a	body	of	water	



What a Simple Search Engine Can Not 
Differentiate? 

•  Polysemy 
–  monitor workflow, monitor 

•  Synonymy 
–  car, automobile 

•  Singular and plural forms  
–  tree, trees 

•  Word with similar roots  
–  different, differs, differed 



HISTORY 

•  Mathematical technique for information filtering 
•  Developed at BellCore Labs, Telcordia 
•  30 % more effective in filtering relevant 

documents than the word matching methods 
•  A solution to “polysemy” and “synonymy” 
•  End of the 1980’s 



LOOKING FOR WHAT? 

•  Search  
– “Paris Hilton” 

• Really interested in The Hilton Hotel in Paris? 
– “Tiger Woods” 

• Searching something about wildlife or the famous 
golf player? 

•  Simple word matching fails 



LSI? 

•  Concepts instead of words 
•  Mathematical model  

–  relates documents and the concepts 

•  Looks for concepts in the documents  
•  Stores them in a concept space 

–  related documents are connected to form a concept space  

•  Do not need an exact match for the query 



CONCEPTS 



HOW LSI WORKS? 

•  A set of documents  
–  how to determine the similiar ones?  

•  examine the documents  
•  try to find concepts in common 
•  classify the documents 

•  This is how LSI also works. 
•  LSI represents terms and documents in a high-

dimensional space allowing relationships between 
terms and documents to be exploited during 
searching. 



HOW TO OBTAIN A CONCEPT SPACE? 

•  One possible way would be to find canonical 
representations of natural language 
–  difficult task to achieve. 

•  Much simpler 
–  use mathematical properties of the term document matrix, 

•  i.e. determine the concepts by matrix computation. 



TERM-DOCUMENT MATRIX 
Query:	Human-Computer	Interac;on		

Dataset:	
c1 	 	Human	machine	interface	for	Lab	ABC	computer	applica;on	
c2 	 	A	survey	of	user	opinion	of	computer	system	response	;me	

c3 	 	The	EPS	user	interface	management	system	
c4 	 	System	and	human	system	engineering	tes;ng	of	EPS	

c5 	 	Rela;ons	of	user-perceived	response	;me	to	error	measurement	
m1				The	genera;on	of	random,	binary,	unordered	trees	

m2		The	intersec;on	graph	of	paths	in	trees	
m3		Graph	minors	IV:	Widths	of	trees	and	well-quasi-ordering	

m4				Graph	minors:	A	survey	
	



CONCEPT SPACE 

•  Makes the semantic comparison possible 
•  Created by using “Matrices”  
•  Try to detect the hidden similarities between 

documents  
•  Avoid little similarities 
•  Words with similar meanings  

–  occur close to each other  
•  Dimensions: terms  
•  Plots: documents 
•  Each document is a vector 
•  Reduce the dimensions  

–  Singular Value Decomposition  



APPLICATION AREAS 

•  Dynamic advertisements put on pages, Google’s 
AdSense 

•  Improving performance of Search Engines  
–  in ranking pages 

•  Spam filtering for e-mails 
•  Optimizing link profile of your web page 
•  Cross language retrieval 
•  Foreign language translation 
•  Automated essay grading 
•  Modelling of human cognitive function 



GOOGLE USES LSI 

•  Increasing its weight in ranking pages 
–  ~ sign before the search term stands for the semantic search 
–  “~phone” 

•  the first link appearing is the page for “Nokia” although 
page does not contain the word “phone” 

–  “~humor”  
•  retrieved pages contain its synonyms; comedy, jokes, 

funny  

•  Google AdSense sandbox  
–  check which advertisements google would put on your page 



Latent	Seman.c	Indexing	

•  Uses	linear	algebra	technique	called	Singular	Value	
Decomposi;on	(SVD)	to	simulate	human	learning	of	
word	and	passage	meaning	
–  aeempts	to	es;mate	the	hidden	structure	
–  discovers	the	most	important	associa;ve	paeerns	
between	words	and	concepts	

–  reduces	the	document-term	matrix	to	a	smaller	
dimension	

•  Its	success	depends	on	choosing	the	right	number	of	
dimensions	to	extract	

	



Singular	Value	Decomposi.on	
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SVD	approxima.on	

•  Dimensionality	reduc;on	
– Best	rank-R	approxima;on	
– Op;mal	energy	preserva;on	
– Captures	major	structural	associa;ons	between	
words	and	documents	

– Removes	‘noisy’	observa;ons	



LSI-Procedure	

•  Obtain	term-document	matrix.	
•  Compute	the	SVD.	
•  Truncate-SVD	into	reduced-k	LSI	space.	
				-k-dimensional	seman;c	structure	
				-similarity	on	reduced-space:	
								-term-term	
								-term-document									
							-document-document		
	



Words	and	documents	

•  Columns	of	U		:	orthonormal	documents	

•  Columns	of	V	:	orthonormal	words	

•  Word	vector	:	uiS	

•  	Document	vector	:	vjS	

•  words	close	in	LS	space	appear	in	similar	
documents	

•  documents	close	in	LS	space	convey	similar	
meaning	



Query	processing	

•  Map	the	query	to	reduced	k-space	
										q’=qTUkS-1k,		
•  Retrieve	documents	or	terms	within	a	
proximity.	

							-cosine	
							-best	m 			



Latent	Dirichlet	Alloca.on	(LDA)	
•  Mo.va.ng	ques.ons:		

–  What	are	the	topics	that	a	document	is	about?	-Given	one	
document,	can	we	find	other	documents	about	the	same	topics?	

•  LDA	-	A	hierarchical	Bayesian	approach:		
–  Assume	each	document	defines	a	distribu;on	over	(hidden)	

topics		
–  Assume	each	topic	defines	a	distribu;on	over	words		
–  The	posterior	probability	of	these	latent	variables	given	a	

document	collec;on	determines	a	hidden	decomposi;on	of	the	
collec;on	into	topics.		

–  Allows	each	document	to	exhibit	mul;ple	topics,	but	ignores	the	
correla;on	between	topics.		



Evalua.ng	TR	Systems	
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Trade-off	Between	Recall	and	Precision	
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Compu.ng	Recall/Precision	Points	
•  For	a	given	query,	produce	the	ranked	list	of	documents.	
•  Any	threshold	on	this	ranked	list	produces	different	sets	of	

retrieved	documents.	

•  Mark	each	document	in	the	ranked	list	that	is	relevant	
according	to	the	gold	standard.	

•  Compute	a	recall/precision	pair	for	each	posi;on	in	the	
ranked	list	that	contains	a	relevant	document.	

Top 

threshold 



Ranked	List	Threshold(s)	

•  Fixed	one		--	take	the		first	10	results	

•  Variable	such	as	score	threshold:	keep	element	with	
score	in	the	top	5%		

•  Gap	threshold:		
–  traverse	the	ranked	list	(from	highest	to	lowest	score)			
–  find	the	widest	gap	between	adjacent	scores	
–  the	score	immediately	prior	to	the	gap	becomes	the	
threshold		



F-Measure	

•  The	tradi;onal	F-measure	or	balanced	F-score	(F1	
score)	is	the	harmonic	mean	of	precision	and	recall		



Precision	and	Recall:	the	Holy	Grail	
•  Precision	and	recall	force	to	accept	a	trade-off	
•  Gold	standard	…	where	is	it	?	
•  Precision	and	recall	do	not	tell	the	en;re	story	

Good  
links 

Top 

Good  
links 

Top 
System A System B 

• Average	precision:	



Query	Formula.on	

•  Usually	simple	bag	of	words	
– Ex.	“tutorial	soYware	engineering	text	retrieval	
antoniol	marcus”	

•  Boolean	operators:	and,	or,	not	
•  Natural	language	sentences	or	paragraphs	

– Ex.	“When	is	scheduled	the	tutorial	on	Text	
Retrieval	Approaches	in	SoYware	Engineering,	
held	by	Giuliano	Antoniol	and	Andrian	Marcus?”	

•  Exis;ng	documents	



Query	Modifica.on	

•  Problem:	How	can	we	reformulate	the	query	
to	help	a	user	who	is	trying	several	searches	to	
get	at	the	same	informa;on?	
– Thesaurus	expansion:	

•  Suggest	terms	similar	to	query	terms	
– Relevance	feedback:	

•  Suggest	terms	(and	documents)	similar	to	
retrieved	documents	that	have	been	judged	to	
be	relevant	

– More	advanced:	automa;c	based	on	query	
proper;es,	mining	terms	from	source	code,	etc.	



Query	Analysis	and	Expansion	

•  Spellchecking	->	change	words	

•  Compare	with	vocabulary	->	remove	words	

•  Use	thesaurus	->	suggest	alterna;ve	words	
(synonyms	–	from	dic;onary,	source	code,	etc.)	



Relevance	Feedback	
•  Main	Idea:	

– Modify	exis;ng	query	based	on	relevance	judgements	
•  Extract	terms	from	relevant	documents	and	add	them	to	
the	query	

•  AND/OR	re-weight	the	terms	already	in	the	query	
•  There	are	many	varia;ons:	

–  Usually	posi;ve	weights	for	terms	from	relevant	docs	
–  Some;mes	nega;ve	weights	for	terms	from	non-relevant	
docs	

•  Users,	or	the	system,	guide	this	process	by	selec;ng	
terms	from	an	automa;cally-generated	list.		



Using	TR	in	SE	–	Op.on	1	

•  Formulate	the	SE	problem	as	a	text	retrieval	
problem	

•  Convert	the	sonware	ar;facts	into	a	text	
corpus	

•  Choose	the	TR	model	best	suited	to	the	
problem	



SE	as	TR	

•  Concept/concern/feature	loca;on	in	sonware	
•  Traceability	link	recovery	between	sonware	ar;facts	
•  Impact	analysis	
•  Sonware	reuse	
•  Bug	triage	
•  Requirements	analysis		
•  Etc.	



Using	TR	in	SE	–	Op.on	2	

1.  Analysis	of	the	textual	informa;on	in	sonware	

2.  Convert	the	sonware	ar;facts	into	a	text	
corpus	

3.  Choose	the	TR	model	best	suited	to	the	
problem	

4.  Compute	similari;es	between	documents	

5.  Perform	analysis	based	on	these	measures	



SE	as	Text	Analysis	

•  Sonware	categoriza;on	
•  Refactoring	and	restructuring	
•  Reverse	engineering	
•  Bug	triage	
•  Clone	detec;on	
•  Requirements	analysis	
•  Defect	predic;on	
•  Change	impact	analysis	
•  Etc.	


